Empowering our people with RELIABLE, MOBILE, and INTEGRATED technology.

**Tech Revolution Vision for the Future**

**Cutter Connectivity**
I can use Coast Guard data systems and access critical information while underway through increased bandwidth, coverage area, and network speed.

**Data for Decisions**
I can access the information I need and leverage advanced analytics to help solve complex problems at work.

**Software, Mobility, and Cloud**
I can collaborate with my teammates in the Cloud using new apps that make my job easier. Virtual C-schools and training sessions accelerate my career.

**C5I Infrastructure**
I can use my mobile workstation to access the digital tools I need on a fast and resilient network wherever my duties take me.

**Cyber Readiness**
My digital workspace and operations are protected through enhanced network security and modern cyber defense tools.
Empowering our people with **RELIABLE**, **MOBILE**, and **INTEGRATED** technology.